About Windows 10 Eye Control
Current Speech Software

Grid 3 from Smartbox

Mind Express from Jabbla
Windows 10 Control Toolbar

- Reposition the launchpad
- Right click
- Scroll
- Text-to-speech
- Task view
- Eye control settings
- Left click
- Precise mouse
- Eye control keyboard
- Start
- Launch Calibration
- Pause eye control
Scrolling

- Enables pinpoint mouse control every time.
- Ideal for fine precision programs like Photoshop, etc.
Fine Mouse Control

- Flexible scrolling
- Very simple and easy to use
Microsoft Keyboard

- Unique Shape writing feature
- Simple and Easy
Text to Speech Keyboard

- Word prediction on top
- Convenient quick phrase option
Eye Control Settings

- Separate dwell time controls for
  - Typing
  - Cursor Control
- Gaze cursor - ideal for those with lots of head motion
Live Demo, Answer Questions